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Effective communication among nurses during the hospital discharge process is critical to patient care. For safe further care, it is important that professionals have complete and up-to-date medication information. Medication reconciliation problems are common among patients at hospital discharge and lead to adverse events. Electronic nursing discharge summary (ENDS) is regarded as essential for documenting patient’s status when patient needs continuation of care after an episode of hospitalization. ENDS has potential to reduce discharge medication errors and to ensure the safe handover of care. The ENDS has been used since 2005 in the patient transfer phase at Satakunta Hospital District (SHD) in Finland. The aim of this study is to clarify the extent to which the receiving nurses were aware of patient’s medication at discharge. This study is one part of survey which aims to clarify how primary care personnel experience the flow of information at patient discharge from special care to primary care or homecare. The material was collected with e-mail survey from primary care personnel 1.11.2012 - 27.12.2012. There were a total of 180 nurses who answered the survey. Nursing discharge summaries did not accurately and completely reflect the patient medication. For example, only 22 percent of nurses were aware of medication taken at transfer day. There were also discrepancies in medication between epicrisis and nursing summaries. Renewal of electronic health record system is in process at SHD. It serves new possibilities for medication documentation.
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